A RESOLUTION OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, KENTUCKY, TO INCREASE FUNDING FOR THE ANNE BRADEN SCHOLARSHIP.

WHEREAS: There has been a recent decrease in the amount in grants offered by SGA, and,

WHEREAS: The scholarships are an integral part of SGA, and,

WHEREAS: Offering a larger scholarship makes school more affordable for more students, and,

WHEREAS: The university embraces its regional stewardship role as reflected in its significant contribution to the intellectual, social, economic, cultural and civic vitality of the region and the commonwealth (NKU's Mission Statement), and,

WHEREAS: Increasing the funding from $1000 to $2000 will allow SGA to offer two $500 semester scholarships, and,

WHEREAS: One of the goals and issues brought forth at the SGA retreat were concerns with school affordability and scholarships.

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, on this 8th day of February, 2010, that the Student Government Association is requesting an additional $1000 be appropriated from the SGA budget into the Anne Braden Scholarship.

Signed:  
K. Keith Kaseke  
President, NKUSGA

Attest:  
Nicholas Georgescu  
Senator, NKUSGA